*04	SYNTAX
They would find such faith, such belief, that would be a revelation to
them.—Daily Telegraph.
Swift's plan was to offer to fulfil it on conditions so insulting that no
one with a grain of self-respect could accept.—L. stephen.
f. 'It ... that?
Two constructions, closely allied, but grammatically dis-
tinct, are often confused: (i) Antecedent * it' followed by
a defining relative clause with 'that' (who, which); (ii) 'it1
followed by a clause in apposition, introduced by the conjunc-
tion ' that'. The various correct possibilities are represented
in the set of examples given below. Relative clauses are
marked R, conjunction clauses C. One impossible example is
added in brackets, to mark the transition from relative to
conjunction.
 (1)	It is money that I want.   R.
 (2)	It was you that told me.    R.
 (3)	It was you that I gave it to (or, to whom I gave it).   R.
 (4)	It was to you that I gave it.   C.
 (5)	It was the Romans that built this wall.    R.
 (6)	It is the Romans that we are indebted to for this.   R.
 (7)	It is to the Romans that we are indebted for this.    C.
 (8)	It was Jones whose hat I borrowed.   R.
 (9)	It was Jones's hat that I borrowed.   R.

 (10)	It was a knife that I cut it with.   R.
 (11)	It was with a knife that I cut it.    C.
 (12)	It was with difficulty that I cut it.    C.
 (13)	(It was difficulty that I cut it with.)    R*
 (14)	It was provisionally that I made the offer.    C.
 (15)	It was in this spring, too, that the plague broke out   C.
 (16)	Accordingly, it was with much concern that I presently received
a note informing me of his departure.   C.
In the relative construction, the antecedent *it * is invariable,
whatever the number and gender of the relative. The main
verb is also invariable in number, but in tense Is usually
adapted to past, though not (for euphony's sake) to future
circumstances : c it was you that looked foolish ', but' it is you
that will look foolish*.
In both constructions, the 'that* clause, supplemented or
introduced by * it', gives us the subject of a predication, the

